
Background information for the St. Paul’s Lenten course on The Gospel according to John, and J.S. 
Bach’s St. John Passion 

 
 
Some helpful links: 
Here is a full score (all instruments) 
https://imslp.hk/files/imglnks/euimg/5/5b/IMSLP105295-PMLP03317-
Bach_Johannes_PassionBarenreiter_600dpii.pdf 
 
Here is a vocal score (Orchestra reduced to a piano reduction, so it is easier to read J ) 
https://imslp.simssa.ca/files/imglnks/usimg/e/e3/IMSLP28900-PMLP44395-Bach_-
_Johannes_Passion,_BVW245_-_vocal_score.pdf 
 
Here is the YouTube recording we have been using: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zMf9XDQBAaI 
 
Here is a translation of the score into English: 
http://www.lutheranradio.co.uk/download/St_John_Passion_Translation.pdf 
 
 
Here is what you can expect for this coming Monday, March 8, 2021 
 

Session Three: The Trial (Part One of Two) 
A clash of empires.  

This week, we will be looking at the musical setting of the trial, and the different ways Bach creates drama, 
tells the “story” and some of the many details of this most powerful section.  
The trial is such an important part of the work that we will be devoting two Mondays to its discussion.  
 
Here are some basic things to look for if you are listening in advance to our meeting: 
 
 #15)  opening choral sounds like a processional into a court 

1) Ends with an open fifth, suggesting the curtain opening, and the “play beginning” 
# 16 a,b,c,d,e 

1) Introduction of Pilate 
2) The choir (different than the congregation) continues to be the mob, demanding Jesus be 

crucified (16 B and D) 
3) Jesus and Pilate have a conversation 16E 

 
#17)  Note the reflective nature of the choir and congregation- showing our worst and best attributes: 

- the mob choir with the congregational choir (chorale) 
- Different orchestration for the second verse 
- Same choral as #4, but one tone higher 

 
#18)  a) the rhythmic freedom of recit- note Jesus has reflective answers- time during and before the  

answers  
- wahrheit J truth. Bar 8 setting, and concept. 
 

 b) forces the energy back to the driving mob 
 C) THE FURY OF A MURDER 



 
#19  The Arioso (A short Aria) – song showing the emotional reaction to the unfolding story. Not clear (or 
listed) who the character singing this is, but I suspect Pontius Pilate, on realising he will be condemning an 
innocent. Note the form is 1 section only- no development, or evolution of theme. Instruments- the Lute, 
reflecting the “age” of the story. 
 
#20 One of the most challenging arias for tenor 
  Open question as to who is singing. J  
#21 a) the use of irony, mocking and attack by the mob 
 Musically, almost sounds like a processional (of a King) 
b)  Pontius finds no guilt 
c) The mob speaks. Note the use of angelic horror in the upper parts 

- the violence of the setting of Kreutz (crucify) 
f)  - the priests speak- very old style, very conservative musically 
g)  - Pontius pleads for Jesus. Check the stunning word setting at the end of this movement 
 
22) the middle of the work.  
 A very special chorale of reflection, but a tipping point for understanding that Jesus will be found 
guilty. 
 
23a)  The mob returns lead by the men this time.  
b)  As the movement grows, they become more enraged. Listen to the men throughout as they  

become more outraged as the piece continues.  
d)  note the similarity with #21c 
 
f) Again, the priests have a stilted and clumsy setting……J Not saying. Just saying.  
 
24)  Here – the bass movement representing the moving to the crucifixion site. 
 The interjection of angels/ women(?)  
 The desperation of the music- all parties wondering what to do, where to go. (Wohin?) 
 
Stay tuned for part 2 next week. 
   
 
  
 
 


